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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

• Renewable Energy Technologies company Eco FutureLab FZE, is a privately held company run 
by British Technicians and scientists based in UAE, and is focused on the research, development 
and commercialization of emerging next-generation alternative and renewable energy 
technologies. 
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

• From the Military technology 
• Eco Futurelab FZE is delivering the Future Energy Solutions.
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

Nano Lens Chroma Intensifier (NLCSI) is a next generation high performance solar 
collector that uses the similar technology as utility scale solar systems, but in a much 
smaller package. 

It has been designed specifically for :-
• Rooftop,
• BIPV (building integrated photovoltaic’s), 
• AIPV (automotive integrated photovoltaics) 
• BAPV (building applied photovoltaics)                                                                    
• Solar Park   integration. 

The NLCSI is low profile, lightweight and has no external moving parts, so it’s simple to 
mount and easy to maintain. Using a NLCSI reflector optic, the system can generate 
temperatures up to 220°C (428°F), something you wouldn’t expect in a flat panel 
solar collector.
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

• NLCSI = Electricity Generation +Solar Cooling or
• NLCSI = Electricity Generation + Electricity Generation + Electricity Generation +
• NLCSI = Electricity Generation Day and Night

• Buildings consume nearly half of our world's electricity. Cooling loads play a big part and summer 
peaking grid congestion is usually caused by air conditioning loads. 

• On hot days people turn on their air conditioners. That's a big problem to solve. But when it gets 
hot the sun is shining. This means solar cooling technology can benefit a building just when the 
need is greatest. On hot days. NLCSI can harness that solar energy right on the rooftop. NLCSI 
outputs high temperature fluid, Gas, or steam which can be used to drive efficient double‐stage 
absorption chillers and provide heating or cooling to a building. 

• Nano Lens Chroma Intensifier driven solar cooling systems are ideal in sunny, hot, humid climates 
when system sizes of between 50 and 500 refrigeration tons are contemplated.
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)
E. H. Land discovered a material that intensifies light through selective absorption

• Eco Futurelab working with now 
redundant research papers of E.H. 
Land and Nikolai Tesla are pioneering

• Their discoveries by implementing 
modern process and materials, to 
develop Nano Lens Chroma Solar 
Intensifier (NLCSI)
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

• BIPT compatible

• Unlike larger solar concentrator systems, the NLCSI modular system seamlessly 
integrates into the fabric of the building, the rooftop, and building cladding because of 
its flat panel format. Until now, the only commercially available high temperature solar 
thermal technologies, such as Parabolic Trough and Linear Fresnel, have not 
integrated well on the rooftop as they have been expensive, complex, cumbersome 
and hard to maintain. 

• Eco Futurelab FZE has developed the Nano Lens Chroma solar Intensifier (NLCSI) 
that is low‐cost, able to consistently achieve temperatures up to 220°C yet 
seamlessly integrates into the architecture of buildings. The NLCSI harvests high 
grade thermal energy much more efficiently than existing “one sun” solar thermal 
collectors. These traditional solar hot water products, such as flat plate and 
evacuated tube collectors, are architecturally compatible but cannot achieve the 
temperatures needed to drive double effect chillers and thermal storage systems.
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)

• Space Efficient

• Commercial, industrial and institutional buildings have big cooling loads. Solar cooling 
technologies need to be as space efficient on the rooftop as possible. Because lower 
temperatures can only drive single effect chillers, traditional flat panel collectors need 
more than twice as much roof area to produce a similar amount of cooling. High 
temperature systems, such as parabolic trough need more space on the rooftop to 
track the sun. NLCSI is best in class both when compared to low temperature 
collectors and more complex high temperature systems.

• Low Maintenance

• Because NLCSI mounts on the rooftop just like a flat panel, its as easy to look after 
as a flat panel. Each NLCSI can autonomously find the sun with no attendance. Each 
unit is sealed against the elements so mirrors stay dry and clean. All components are 
glass or metal. Durable, reliable and simple. No plastics to degrade. NLCSI is 
designed for long life.
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Eco Futurelab FZE - The Nano Lens Chroma Solar Intensifier (NLCSI)



NLCSI
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NLCSI offers 
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NLCSI
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TECHNOLOGIES
Market Sector applications for Eco FutureLab Fze  
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This is Not a Petrol Station It’s a Power Generator

ThermaV modules integrated into 
the Interlocks will generate 
Electricity day and Night. 

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Interlocks  would generate 
Electricity every time a cars or 
trucks go over them.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is not a Building Façade it’s a Power Generator

ThermaV modules integrated into 
Building Cladding and the Glass 
windows will generate Electricity 
day and Night. 

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Elevators, and air conditioning 
Chillers would generate Electricity.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is Not a Highway It’s a 5MW Power Generator

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Highway would generate Electricity 
as traffic flows, a Highway that has 
60 Trucks per hour going over it is 
capable of generating 5MW of 
electricity.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is not an Airport It’s a Power Generator

ThermaV modules integrated into 
the Building Cladding will generate 
Electricity day and Night. 

KINZI modules integrated into the 
runway would generate Electricity 
every time a plane was taking OFF 
or Landing.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is not an Airport it’s a Power Generator

ThermaV modules integrated into 
the Runway will generate Electricity 
day and Night. 

KINZI modules integrated into the 
runway would generate Electricity 
every time a plane was taking OFF 
or Landing.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is not The Metro It’s a Power Generator

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Rail tracks  would generate 
Electricity  from the Trains traffic.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is Not a Metro Station It’s a Power Generator

ThermaV modules integrated into 
the Cladding of the station  will 
generate Electricity day and Night. 

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network
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This is Not a Suspension Bridge it is a Power Generator

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Highway would generate Electricity 
as traffic flows, a Highway that has 
60 Trucks per hour going over it is 
capable of generating 5MW of 
electricity.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
smart network.

We have permission to carry out 
tests on this bridge.
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This is not a Runway it’s a Power Generator
ThermaV modules integrated into 
the Runway will generate Electricity 
day and Night. 

KINZI modules integrated into the 
runway would generate Electricity 
every time a plane was taking OFF 
or Landing.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
Smart network. 
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This is NOT a Car Park it’s a Power Generator
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This is Not a Suspension Bridge it is a Power Generator

KINZI modules integrated into the 
Highway would generate Electricity 
as traffic flows, a Highway that has 
60 Trucks per hour going over it is 
capable of generating 5MW of 
electricity.

The Generated electricity would be 
fed into the local Grid be means of 
smart network.

We have permission to carry out 
tests on this bridge
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